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We consider asymptotic stability and oscillation of neutral delay differential
systems. Using positivity and domination arguments we obtain sufficient conditions
 .for oscillation. Furthermore, we prove some results concerning strict positivity of
the solutions. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Since retarded differential equations have many applications, it is impor-
tant to have criteria for various qualitative properties of its solutions. In
population dynamics, for example, it is often necessary that solutions
remain positive for positive initial values. Another important property is
asymptotic stability of equilibria. In this case monotone convergence is not
always desirable. Oscillating solutions seem to describe reality much bet-
ter.
In this work we show that positivity and domination arguments do not
lead only to results ensuring asymptotic stability; they also help to obtain
information on the oscillatory behavior of the solutions.
We consider the linear initial value problem with delay
l md
u t y P u t y r s Q u t y s , t G 0, .  . . j j i i /dt js1 is1
w xu t s f t , t g yr , 0 , 1 .  .  .
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 4with 0 - r - ??? - r , 0 s s - s - ??? - s , r s max r , s , P , Q g1 l 1 2 m i, j j i j i
 . w x n.M R for 1 F j F l, 1 F i F m, and f g C yr, 0 , R . As usual wen
 .associate to 1 its so-called characteristic equation
l m
yl r yl sj idet l y l P e y Q e s 0. 2 . j i /js1 is1
 .It is known that the location of the roots of 2 determines the asymptotic
 .behavior of 1 . One of our goals is to give conditions ensuring that the
roots lie in certain regions. These conditions will be given explicitly in
terms of the coefficients P , Q and the delays r , s .j i j i
 .A common strategy to handle 1 is to transform it into an abstract
w x n.Cauchy problem without delay on the Banach space C yr, 0 , R . In fact,
we consider
u s Au , t G 0,Çt t
u s f , 3 .0
w x n.where A s drdt is the first derivative on C yr, 0 , R with domain
l m
1 n Ç Çw xD A [ f g C yr , 0 , R : f 0 s P f yr q Q f ys .  .  .  . .  j j j i 5
js1 is1
w x n.  .  . w xand u g C yr, 0 , R is defined as u s [ u t q s for all s g yr, 0 .t t
w xBy 9, Theorem 10.1, p. 307 the operator A generates a strongly continu-
 .  .ous semigroup T solving 3 . This means that the solution of 1 is given as
w x nu t s T t f 0 for each t G 0, f g C yr , 0 , R . .  .  .  .
 .We will prove some of our results first for the initial value problem 3 and
 .then we will reinterpret them for the original equation 1 .
 .As a special case of 1 , we consider first the initial value problem
m
u t s Q u t y s , t G 0, .  .Ç  i i
is1
w xu l s f t , t g yr , 0 , 4 .  .  .
 .with Q , s , and f as above. With 4 one associates the characteristici i
equation
m
yl sidet l y Q e s 0 5 . i /
is1
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 .and, as in the neutral case, the location of the roots of 5 determines the
 .asymptotic behavior of the solutions of 4 .
2. SOME DEFINITIONS
n  .A vector x g R is called nonnegative x G 0 if all entries are greater
 .or equal to zero, strictly positive x c 0 if all entries are greater than zero,
 .and positive x ) 0 if x G 0 and x / 0. All equalities and inequalities are
 . nunderstood componentwise. For all x s x g R we define its modulusi n




.a .A [ ..
< <ai j 0
ann
 .This terminology is explained by the following result. For A, B g M R ,n
 tB.  t A.we say that a semigroup e dominates a semigroup e pro-t G 0 t G 0
vided that
< t A < tB < < ne x F e x for all x g R , t G 0. 6 .
 tB.In this case the semigroup e necessarily consists of positive matricest G 0
 w x.  t Aa.and it has been shown see Derndiner 4 that e is the minimumt G 0
 t B.  . aof all semigroups e fulfilling 6 and A is the generator of thet G 0
 t A. amodulus semigroup of e . We will see that A plays a great role int G 0
 t A.the analysis of the asymptotic properties of e . Some useful facts fort G 0
Aa are collected in the following lemma whose easy proof is omitted.
 .LEMMA 2.1. For all A, B g M R we ha¨e the following properties.n
 . a  < < . .i A s lim Id q hA y Id rh .hx 0
 . a < <ii A F A .
 .  .a aiii a A q b Id s a A q b Id for all a g R , b g R.q
 .  .a a aiv A q B F A q B .
 .For A g M R we definen
A [ max a , 0 4 1F iFn .q i j
1FjFn
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and we mention that one computes Aa asq
 4max 0, a11
< <ai j
.a a .A [ A s . .qq .
< <ai j 0
 4max 0, ann
The notions of nonnegativity, positivity, and strict positivity of matrices are
the same as in the case of vectors.
 a.Let A be the generator of a positive matrix semigroup i.e., A s A .
We call A reducible if there is a permutation matrix P such that
A A11 12tPAP s , /0 A22
where A and A are square matrices. If no such permutation matrix11 22
exists, then A is irreducible. The absolute kernel of a positive matrix B is
 n < < 4defined as the set x g R : B x s 0 . A positive matrix B has a nontrivial
absolute kernel if and only if it has a zero row. Such matrices are obviously
reducible.
 .  .For a matrix A g M C its set of eigenvalues will be denoted as s A ,n
 .is spectral bound is defined as s A [ max Re l, and its spectrallg s  A.
 . < <radius is defined as r A [ max l . From the basic theory oflg s  A.
w xnonnegative matrices, e.g., see 16, Corollary 2.1 , the next lemma follows
easily.
 .LEMMA 2.2. For all A, B g M R we ha¨e the following propertiesn
 .  .  a.i s A F s A .
 .  a.  a < <.ii s A F s A q B .
3. POSITIVITY AND IRREDUCIBILITY
Of special interest are systems with solutions remaining positive for
 .positive initial values. If one considers the linear model 4 , then this
property is equivalent to the positivity of the solution semigroup T. For a
w xdefinition of positive semigroups see 17 . Applications to delay equations
w x w x .can be found in 10 or 11 .
 .The following theorem characterizes those initial value problems 4
w xyielding a positive solution semigroup. The proof can be found in 11 .
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 .  .THEOREM 3.1 positivity . The solution semigroup T of 4 is positi¨ e if
and only if Q generates a positi¨ e semigroup and Q is positi¨ e for i g1 i
 42, . . . , m .
As mentioned above, Q generates a positive semigroup if and only if1
Q s Qa. In many cases positivity of the solutions is not sufficient. It is1 1
natural to look for conditions forcing the solutions to become strictly
 .positive. This leads to initial value problems 4 with irreducible solution
w xsemigroup. For a definition we refer to 17 . As a more recent result we
mention that Arino and Niri showed that several notions of oscillation
 wcoincide for retarded systems with irreducible solution semigroup see 1,
x.Theorem 2 . We now give conditions in terms of Q and s characterizingi i
 .irreducibility of the semigroup T related to 4 .
 .THEOREM 3.2 irreducibility . Assume that the solution semigroup T
 . mcorresponding to 4 is positi¨ e. Then T is irreducible if and only if  Q isis1 i
irreducible and the absolute kernel of  Qt is tri¨ ial.i/1 i
Here Qt denotes the transpose of Q; hence  Qt has a tri¨ ial absolutei/1 i
kernel if and only if  Q has no zero column.i/1 i
w xProof. By lemma 17, Definition 3.1, p. 306 , irreducibility of T is
equivalent to
R l, A f c 0 for all l ) s A and all f ) 0, 7 .  .  .
 . w xi.e., R l, A is strictly positive. As in 17, p. 224 the explicit representation
of the resolvent of A is given by
0
lt yl sR l, A f t s e e f s ds .  .  .H
t
y1m
lt yl siq e l y Q e i /
is1
=
0yl s yl sif 0 q Q e e f s ds . 8 .  .  . Hi /ysii/1
 .By domination, it suffices to prove 7 only for initial values f with
 .  . w xf 0 s 0. Since condition 7 has to hold for all t g yr, 0 it is equivalent
to
y1m
0yl s yl s yl si il y Q e Q e e f s ds c 0 .  Hi i / / ysiis1 i/1
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and since it has to hold for all positive initial values f , it is equivalent to
y1m
yl s yl si il y Q e Q e c 0. i i / /
is1 i/1
Choose k G 0 such that l q k ) 0. Then we have
y1 lm ` l1 1
yl s yl si il y Q e s Q q k q Q e .  i 1 i / / / l q k l q kis1 ls0 i/1
9 .
If m Q is reducible, then  Q is reducible with the same partition. Itis1 i i/1 i
yl si  .follows that Q q k q  Q e is reducible. By 9 one can see that1 i/1 i
 m yl si.y1l y  Q e is reducible. Hence, the productis1 i
y1m
yl s yl si il y Q e Q e i i / /
is1 i/1
is reducible and therefore not strictly positive. If  Q has a zeroi/1 i
 m yl si.y1 yl si.column then the product l y  Q e  Q e is obviouslyis1 i i/1 i
not strictly positive. On the other hand, if m Q is irreducible, then so isis1 i
yl si w xQ q k q  Q e . By 16, Theorem 2.3, p. 7 , we obtain that1 i/1 i
l` l1 1
yl siQ q k q Q e c 0 1 i / /l q k l q kls0 i/1
 m yl si.y1and hence l y  Q e c 0. If additionally  Q has no zerois1 i i/1 i
m yl s y1 m yl si i .  .column then l y  Q e  Q e c 0.is1 i is1 i
What does irreducibility of the solution semigroup T mean for the
 .solutions of 4 ? The following theorem answers this question.
 .  . mTHEOREM 3.3 strict positivity . Assume that in 4 the matrix  Q isis1 i
t irreducible and the absolute kernel of  Q is tri¨ ial. This means that thei/1 i
.solution semigroup is irreducible. If additionally the initial ¨alue is strictly
 . w  . xpositi¨ e f c 0 , then the solution is strictly positi¨ e u t c 0 for all t G 0 .
 .Proof. The explicit representation 8 shows that A has a compact
w x  .resolvent. Then 17, Corollary 1.4, p. 166 implies that s A is an eigen-
value of A with a positive eigenvector x. Moreover, by the irreducibility of
 w x.T, we have that x is strictly positive see 17, Proposition 3.5, p. 185 . If f
is strictly positive, then there exists a ) 0 in R such that a x F f and
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 .  .  .  .  .  .u t s T t f 0 G aT t x 0 for all t G 0. Since s A is a real eigen-
 . s A . tvalue of A we have T t x s e x c 0 for all t G 0 and the theorem is
proved.
4. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY AND OSCILLATION
 .We are now interested in conditions on P , Q , r , and s such that 1 isj i j i
asymptotically stable or that its solutions oscillate. To that purpose we
w .start with a technical lemma. Let p : yr, ` ª R be continuous fori q
1 F i F 2n and left-differentiable for 1 F i F n and t ) 0. For these pi
define
p t p t .  .Ä1 1
. .. .p t [ , p t [ .  .Ä. . 0  0p t p t .  .Ä2 n 2 n
 .  .with p t [ sup p s andÄi tyr F sF t i
td d
Up t [ p t , . . . , p t , 0, . . . , 0 , .  .  .1 n /dt dty y
 .where drdt f means the left derivative of f.y
LEMMA 4.1. Let A and B be real 2n = 2n matrices such that A s Aa,
< <  .B s B and take p ? as abo¨e. If
pU t F Ap t q Bp t for all t ) 0 .  .  .Ä
and
s A q B - 0, .
then there exist constants M ) 1 and a ) 0 such that
2n
ya tp t F M p 0 e for yr F t and all 1 F i F 2n. .  .Äi j /js1
w x w xThe proof of this lemma can be found in 15 or 20 . The next theorem
 .ensures asymptotic stability of the zero solution of 1 .
 .THEOREM 4.2 asymptotic stability . If
l
a < < < <Q q Q P 1 i j
i/1 js1
s - 0,m l
< < < <Q P y Id  0i j
is1 js1
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or equi¨ alently
a < <s Q q Q - 0,1 i /
i/1
l m ly1
a< < < < < < < <r P y Q Q q Q P - 1,   j i 1 i j / /  / /js1 is1 i/1 js1
or equi¨ alently
l
< <r P - 1, j /js1
y1l l m
a < < < < < < < <s Q q Q q P P y Id Q - 0,   1 i j j i / /  / /i/1 js1 js1 is1
 .then the zero solution of 1 is asymptotically stable.
The conditions in Theorem 4.2 are all independent of the delays s andi
r . For other results ensuring delay-independent stability of delay equationsj
w xusing arguments of domination and positivity, see 10, 11 .
 .Proof. Let u be a continuously differentiable solution of 1 and take
t ) 0. Since the modulus function is componentwise convex, we obtain
w x <  . <from 19, Theorem B, p. 5 that the left derivatives of u ? exist fori
 .1 F i F n. Then, using Lemma 2.1 i , we have
d 1
a< < < < < < < < < 5 <u t y Q u t s lim 2 u t y u t y h y Id q hQ u t .  .  .  .  . .1 1dt hhx0y
1
< < < < < <F lim 2 u t y u t y h y Id q hQ u t .  .  .  . .1hhx0
1
F lim u t y u t y h y hQ u t .  .  .1hhx0
d
s u t y Q u t . .  .1dty
 .However, u is continuously differentiable and therefore drdt u s u.Çy
 .Hence, by 1 we obtain
ld
a< < < < < < < < < < < <u t F Q u t q Q sup u s q P sup u s . .  .  .  .Ç 1 i jdt tyrFsFt tyrFsFty i/1 js1
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 .Again by 1 it follows that
l
< 5 < < < < < < < < < < <0 F Q u t y u t q Q sup u s q P sup u s . .  .  .  .Ç Ç 1 i j
tyrFsFt tyrFsFti/1 js1
Let now
< < au t Q 0 . 1p t [ , A [ , .  /< < < < /u t Q yId .Ç 1
and
l
< < < <Q P i j
i/1 js1
B [ .l
< < < <Q P  0i j
i/1 js1
Then the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied and we obtain
Ç ya t< < < < 5 5 5 5u t q u t F M f q f e for 1 F i F n , t G yr , .  .Ç  .i i
w .x n.with M ) 1 and a as in Lemma 4.1. Here, the vector f g C yr, , R
denotes the initial value corresponding to the solution u and the norm of f
5 5 5  .5is defined as usual f [ sup f s . Since u is considered to beyr F sF 0
1w x n.differentiable, the initial value f is actually in C yr, 0 , R and hence
Ç5 5f is defined.
The estimate for each component of u immediately implies the exis-
tence of M X ) 1 and a X ) 0 such that
X Ç ya X t5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u t q u t F M f q f e for t G yr . 10 .  .  .Ç  .
5 5 5 5 5 5  .Take the graph norm ? [ ? q A ? on D A . Let T denote theA 1
 .  .restriction of T to D A . Then condition 10 is equivalent to
5 5 5 5 X 5 5 ya
X tT t f 0 q AT t f 0 F M f e for t G 0 and f g D A . .  .  .  .  .A1 1
This implies
5 5 5 5 X r 5 5 ya
X tsup T t f s q sup AT t f s F M e f e .  .  .  . A1 1
yrFsF0 yrFsF0
for t G 0,
which is equivalent to
5 5 Y 5 5 ya
X tT t f F M f e for t G 0 . A A1
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Y X r w xwith M [ M e . Since by 17, p. 18 T and T are isomorphic semigroups,1
Z w x n.we can find M ) 1 such that for each f g C yr, 0 , R and t G 0 we
have
5 5 Z 5 5 ya
X tT t f F M f e . .
 .  .  .  .This implies asymptotic stability of 1 since u t s T t f 0 .
 .We now look for conditions for oscillation of the solutions of 1 . We
w xuse the concept of oscillation from 14, p. 249 . Other definitions of
w xoscillation for differential systems can be found in 1 .
 .   .  .. t  .DEFINITION 4.3. A solution u t s u t , . . . , u t of 4 oscillates if1 n
every component u with 1 F i F n has arbitrary large zeros. This meansi
that for every component u and all t ) 0 there exists t ) t withi 1 2 1
 .u t s 0.i 2
 .The oscillatory behavior of the solutions of 1 is determined by the
 .location of the zeros of the characteristic equation 2 . The next lemma
 w x w x.see 8, Theorem 5.1.1 or 21, Example 3.5 shows this relationship.
 .LEMMA 4.4. All solutions of 1 oscillate if and only if the characteristic
 .equation 2 has no real roots.
 .The following result ensures oscillation of the solutions of 1 .
 .  .THEOREM 4.5 oscillation . Assume that in equation 1 we ha¨e
s ) rm l
or
s s r and P diagonal and positi¨ e.m l l
If
l 1
a a as P q Q q Q F 0 . . j 1 i qq /r ejjs1 i/1
and
l 1 1a a as yP q Q q Q F y .  . j i mqqs y r e s e . 0m j mjs1 i/m




r r s s r sj m i mId y P e q Q e j i /s sm m js1 is1
 .exists, then all solutions of 1 oscillate.
Remark 4.6. Theorem 4.5 solves a problem posed by Gyori and LadasÈ
 w x.see 8, Problem 6.12.2 , since the assumptions are explicit in terms of the
coefficients P , Q and the delays r , s .j i j i
 .Proof. We assume that not all solutions of 1 oscillate. Then, by
Lemma 4.4, we can find l g R with
l m
yl r yl sj il g s lP e q Q e . j i /js1 is1
Therefore
l m
yl r yl sj il F s lP e q Q e j i /js1 is1
l m
a yl r a yl sj iF s lP e q Q e . . j i /js1 is1
For l ) 0 we have
l m
a yl r a yl sj il F s lP e q Q e j i /js1 is1
l m
a y¨ r a y¨ sj iF sup s ¨P e q Q e j i /¨)0 js1 is1
l m
a yur a y¨ sj iF s sup uP e q sup Q e j i /u)0 ¨)0js1 is1
l 1
a a aF s P q Q q Q . . . j 1 i qq /r ejjs1 i/1
However, this is a contradiction and hence l F 0. This means
l m
a yl r a yl sj il F s y l yP e q Q e . . j i /js1 is1
We distinguish two cases.
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Case 1. If s ) r , thenm l
l
al s l s yr . a l s ys . am m j m ile F s y l yP e q Q e q Q . j j m /js1 i/m
l 1 a a aF s yP q Q q Q , .  . j i mqq /s y r e .m jjs1 i/m
which implies l s y1rs since the left-hand side is greater than or equalm
to y1rs e.m
Case 2. If s s r , thenm l
a al s l s yr . a l s ys . am m j m ile F s y l yP e y l yP q Q e q Q . . j l i m /
j/l j/m
1 a a a aF s yP y l yP q Q q Q . .  . j l i mqq /s y r e .m jj/l j/m
1 a a aF s yP q Q q Q .  . j i mqq /s y r e .m jj/l j/m
l 1 a a aF s yP q Q q Q , .  . j i mqqs y r e . 0m jjs1 j/m
a .yP /0j q
which implies l s y1rs since the left-hand side is greater than or equalm
to y1rs e.m
Hence both cases imply that y1rs is a root of the characteristicm
 .equation 2 . This is false by assumption and we have a contradiction.
Other explicit conditions for oscillation of retarded systems can be
w xfound in 6, 7, 13 . Explicit conditions for oscillation of neutral systems are
w x  . w xcontained in 5 for a special neutral system or in 12 . All of these
conditions are formulated with the help of logarithmic norms and thus
depend on the norm, whereas oscillation is no topological property, i.e.,
does not depend on the chosen norm. Our approach in Theorem 4.5 is
totally different. We use the theory of positive matrices to obtain an
oscillation result. It reduces the problem of oscillation to the question of
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 w xwhether certain matrices are M-matrices or not see 3 for this terminol-
. a aogy . Roughly speaking, if yQ and yQ are nonsingular M-matrices1 m
 .and if all other coefficients are small, then all solutions of 1 oscillate.
The result is also applicable to the case of coefficients with different
signs.
EXAMPLE 4.7. We consider the initial value problem
d
u t y du t y r s au t q bu t y s q cu t y s for t G 0, .  .  .  .  . . 2 3dt
 4u t s f t , t g ymax r , s , s , 0 , 11 .  .  .2 3
w  4 xwith a, b, c, d g R, r, s , s ) 0 and f g C ymax r, s , s , 0 . According2 3 2 3
to Theorem 4.5 the following statement is true. Assume that
s ) r ,3
1
 4  4max 0, d q a q max 0, b F 0,
re
1 1
 4  4max 0, yd q max 0, b q c F y 12 .
s y r e s e .3 3
or
s s r , d G 0,3
1
 4d q a q max 0, b F 0,
re
1
 4max 0, b q c - y . 13 .
re
 .  .Then all solutions of 11 oscillate. We mention that both conditions 12
 .and 13 allow b to be positive.
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